DAILY COVID-19 Misinformation and Scam Report

Date: 04/16/2020

Executive Summary
As of April 16, 2020, COSMOS has 349 COVID-19 misinformation items in the database,
reflecting a 1.5% increase in content over the past 24 hours. Included at the end of this report is
an ANNEX A - SPECIAL EDITION. When new and/or interesting information is observed, this
will be provided as an ANNEX to the daily report. As previously stated, critical to this report
would be input from Arkansas consumers; to date, zero reports have been received from the
website. With the increase of stimulus checks being received across the state and the country, it
is expected that con artists are executing mischievous activities. See first report in the next
section below.

Key Insights
Text Scams: Smishing scams continue to circulate in the U.S. An example is a text message
stating: “Someone who came in contact with you tested positive or has shown symptoms for
COVID-19 & recommends you self-isolate/get tested. More at COVID-19anon.com/alert.”
Viral Image with Stimulus Check Misinformation:
An image featuring a list of 44 senators who “voted not
to send stimulus checks.” is currently circulating on
social media platforms. The false claim is causing
friction among citizens and targeting the 44 senators
(42 Democrats and two Independents) listed.
Parody News Websites: Misinformation is also spread
by parody websites appearing to be regular news
outlets. According to an article published by Business
Standard News televangelist Pat Robertson stated he
believes COVID-19 originated from chemicals that
females produce from “unnatural” sexual acts. The
false quote in the satirical article has been shared
across social media platforms, including Twitter,
Facebook and Reddit. Those sharing the quote believe
that Robertson actually made the statement and are
unaware that the site is a parody site, as the publisher
states in the website’s “About” section: The Business Standard News is a satirical site designed
to parody the 24-hour news cycle. The stories are outlandish, but reality is so strange nowadays
they could be true. Content from another satirical site has been shared widely throughout the
internet in the past (example).
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Misinformation still circulates after source corrects it: Even though news websites correct
attention-grabbing headlines, the original headline may still be virally spreading through the
internet. An example is provided below in our special edition Annex A.
Overall, the top sources being used to spread COVID-19 misinformation remain the same:
Websites, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram. Text messaging scams are increasing.
Website Traffic: 28 users visited the COVID-19 misinformation site on April 15. 27 of these
users came from the US and 13 from Arkansas. The majority of Arkansas website traffic
originates from the Little Rock and Pine Bluff area.

Arkansas website traffic on April 15, 2020.

Recommendations Our observation of satirical websites mimicking legitimate news sites continues to increase.
Correcting misinformation once is not sufficient, habitually informing the public of fact vs. fiction
is imperative. As stated on 15 April 2020, utilizing infographics such as the FTC’s “Keep Calm
and Avoid Coronavirus Scams” to support an inform campaign to consumers would cover this
gap. Lastly, initiate a coordinated social media campaign via the two offices’ public affairs teams
- with emphasis placed on the website.
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ANNEX A - SPECIAL EDITION
Cross-Media Misinformation Spread Despite of Corrected Content – An Example:
On April 11, Gateway Pundit pushed an article titled “And There It Is… Michigan Governor
Gretchen Whitmer Bans Buying US Flags During Lockdown” which incorrectly claimed that
Governor Whitmer banned the purchase of US flags. The original link corresponds with the
headline:
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/michigan-governor-gretchen-whitmer-bans-buyingus-flags-lockdown/. The archived original article captured on April 12 can be viewed here. The
article is referencing a tweet showing yellow tape around a box of US flags in a Michigan Costco
store. As Governor Whitmer’s office stated that the governor is not banning buying US flags,
the website corrected the article. The title was changed to “And There It Is… Michigan
Governor Gretchen Whitmer’s Lack of Clarity Causes Confusion For Consumers During
Lockdown” and the article link was changed to
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/michigan-governor-gretchen-whitmer-causesconfusion/. Any user clicking on the original URL will be directed to the new one. Even though
Gateway Pundit removed the statement about the U.S. flag purchase ban, images of the original
article are spreading through social media platforms.
A Twitter user shared the original article. The tweet still features the original title and has been
liked and retweeted by thousands of users. Social media platforms; however, are unable to
capture the number of times such misinformation is spread via screen capture. An image of this
tweet has been circulating on Twitter and Facebook.

Timeline:
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April 11:
The original article is published.

Original URL.
Archived Version.

April 12:
The original article is shared via Twitter. A
preview is automatically generated and will
not change.

Tweet.
April 13:
Cross-media Spread: The screen capture of
the tweet with the original title is still being
shared on Facebook.

Facebook Post

April 14:
The original article is corrected; the headline
and URL change. Screen captures of the old
article are still being shared and commented
on.
New URL.
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